Sensing others' emotions through subtle facial expressions is a highly important social skill. We investigated the effects of intranasal oxytocin treatment on the evaluation of explicit and "hidden" emotional expressions, and related the results to individual differences in sensitivity to others' subtle expressions of anger and happiness. Forty healthy volunteers participated in this double-blind, placebo-controlled crossover study, which shows that a single dose of intranasal oxytocin (40IU) enhanced or "sharpened" evaluative processing of others' positive and negative facial expression for both explicit and hidden emotional information. Our results point to mechanisms which could underpin oxytocin's prosocial effects in humans. Importantly, individual differences in baseline emotional sensitivity predicted oxytocin's effects on the ability to sense differences between faces with hidden emotional information. Participants with low emotional sensitivity showed greater oxytocin-induced improvement. These participants also showed larger task-related pupil dilation, suggesting that they also allocated the most attentional resources to the task. Overall, oxytocin treatment enhanced stimulus-induced pupil dilation, consistent with oxytocin enhancement of attention towards socially relevant stimuli. Since pupil dilation can be associated with increased attractiveness and approach behaviour, this effect could also represent a mechanism by which oxytocin increases human affiliation. by guest on November 7, 2016 http://scan.oxfordjournals.org/ Downloaded from
Introduction
Oxytocin, pupils and emotional sensitivity associated with low sensitivity towards others' expressions of emotion, this finding suggests that oxytocin's prosocial effects are modulated by individual differences in the ability to correctly judge others' emotional states. Specifically, it may be that oxytocin only improves empathic accuracy for those participants who experience difficulty in evaluating others' emotions. If so, this provides a possible explanation of the discrepancies as well as the small effect sizes reported in the literature on oxytocin and emotion recognition in healthy volunteers.
The basis for the recent increase in human studies using intranasally administered oxytocin is an extensive body of research on oxytocin's often dramatic effects in non-human animals (for reviews, see e.g. Insel and Young, 2001, Campbell, 2008) . For instance, oxytocin enhances nurturing and reduces maternal aggression towards rat pups. Interestingly, it also enhances maternal aggression towards potential threats (Campbell, 2008) . Here, we investigated the role of oxytocin for evaluation of two facial expressions related to prosocial and aggressive behaviour in humans, happiness and anger.
The dataset of the present study included faces showing happiness and anger presented either explicitly or implicitly. Images containing implicitly presented, "hidden", emotional information were included to allow us to investigate oxytocin's effects of evaluative processing at a level of greater task difficulty. Implicit images containing subtle or hidden emotions were "hybrids" created through the superimposition of high-spectrum visual information from neutral facial expressions over lowspectrum visual information from emotional expressions (see Figure 1 ). Such "hybrid" faces containing hidden anger or happiness, sadness or fear have been shown to be judged as neutral, when observers are asked to choose among various emotion labels, thus indicating that the underlying, "hidden", expression cannot be consciously acknowledged (Laeng et al., 2010) . Despite Oxytocin, pupils and emotional sensitivity information is degraded or data-limited, as in subliminal presentations using backward masking procedures. However, in contrast to the backward masking technique, hybrid stimuli avoid the interruption of visual processing of the emotional information. The emotional stimulus (contained within a narrow band of spatial frequency information) is neither "interrupted" or "erased" and forms a constituent part of the stimulus that remains available in the visual input at all times. This property may be very advantageous when studying physiological responses like changes in pupillary dilation, which typically evolve slowly over time (e.g. Laeng et al., 2011 , Laeng et al., 2012 . In addition, such low-passed emotional hybrids may provide a privileged window into the functioning of the human amygdala. A seminal fMRI study by Vuilleumier and colleagues (2003) has revealed that this important brain structure is essentially "blind" to all but the lowest visible spatial frequencies (>6 cycles/image). Therefore, "hiding" low-frequency information from emotional expressions underneath high-frequency visual information from neutral expressions is not only a practical and useful method to present emotional expressions implicitly, but also to preferentially stimulate part of the emotional subcortical network.
The present study specifically investigated oxytocin's effect on the evaluation of happy and angry facial expressions presented both explicitly and implicitly, and related the results to the participants' sensitivity to others' subtle emotions. Previous studies indicate that the level of autistic traits moderates the effects of oxytocin on the evaluation of others' emotions when the task is relatively difficult (Bartz et al., 2010 . Because autism is marked by low sensitivity to others' emotions, we hypothesised that oxytocin's effects on the evaluation of implicitly presented emotions would be moderated by emotional sensitivity. Since the emotional content of the hybrid images is so subtle that they cannot be consciously distinguished from neutral expressions, differentiating between the images containing hidden anger or happiness may require greater sensitivity towards others' facial expressions of emotion. Therefore, we used each individual's ability to detect the difference between the implicitly presented happy and angry expressions (after by guest on November 7, 2016 http://scan.oxfordjournals.org/
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Oxytocin, pupils and emotional sensitivity placebo treatment) to calculate an "emotional sensitivity score" for each individual. Specifically, high scores were given to participants who perceived more anger in the "angry hybrids" than in the "happy hybrids", and similarly perceived more happiness in the "happy hybrids" than in the "angry hybrids."
We also recorded pupil diameter changes during stimulus presentation as a measure of sympathetic nervous system activity. Phasic and tonic pupil increases are tightly coupled to activity within the locus coeruleus (LC), a brainstem nucleus which is the seat of the brain's noradrenergic pathways (Aston-Jones and Cohen, 2005) . Pupil dilation can be used as a sensitive measure of cognitive load and task difficulty (Kahneman, 1973 , Laeng et al., 2012 . We hypothesised that oxytocin would improve the evaluation of others' emotions, and that this prosocial effect would be mirrored by oxytocin's effects on stimulus-related pupil dilation, reflecting altered arousal or attentional effort. Furthermore, we expected pupil dilation to reflect between-subject differences in task difficulty, as assessed by the sensitivity to differences in implicitly presented happy and angry expressions.
Methods

Participants
Forty healthy right-handed volunteers were recruited for this study. One participant participated in one session only and was excluded, yielding a final study group size of 39 (20 females, mean age 26, range 20-39). All participants gave written informed consent to participate in the study, which was approved by the Local Ethics Committee. Exclusion criteria were pregnancy and breast-feeding.
Fourteen of the female participants used oral contraceptives. Of the remaining females, we estimated four to be in the luteal phase and two in the follicular phase of the cycle during the two test sessions, based on reported number of days since the last menses. Participants received 200 NOK (about 36 USD) per session.
Study design
Procedure An overview of the study design is presented in Figure 1 . Each individual participated in two sessions on separate days, once with 40IU oxytocin (Syntocinon®, Novartis; ten puffs alternating between the left and the right nostril) and once with placebo (0.9% saline, Miwana; ten puffs alternating as above). Since previous studies of oxytocin and emotion perception using a smaller dose of 24IU have yielded inconsistent results, we chose to administer this higher dose used in some earlier studies (e.g. Zak et al., 2007) . The order of administration was counterbalanced across participants and neither experimenters nor participants were aware of the contents of the spray (double-blind design). Behavioural ratings and pupil diameter were recorded during the experimental protocol, which was identical in the two sessions, with exception of the identity and order of presentation of stimuli. In both sessions, participants viewed black-and-white images of faces displaying a range of emotional expressions on a computer screen. Images were either explicitly angry, implicitly angry, neutral, implicitly happy, or explicitly happy. While viewing the images, participants received concomitant tactile stimulation on the left forearm. After each stimulus pair, participants rated qualities of the visual and tactile stimuli. Only results from visual stimuli are presented here; results relating to touch perception are presented elsewhere (manuscript in preparation). Each session lasted for about two hours. The test phase commenced on average 40 minutes after administration of the nasal spray and lasted approximately 25 minutes. Before the test phase, participants were seated alone in a room and were asked to refrain from any type of social interaction. The experimental protocol consisted of 10 blocks: 5 touch blocks and 5 vibration blocks presented in alternating order. The order of the first block type was counterbalanced across participants and conditions. Each block consisted of 10 stimulus pairs (simultaneous visual and tactile stimulation) presented for 3 seconds each. Before each stimulus pair, participants viewed a fixation cross for 5 seconds. Each stimulus pair was followed by the presentation of two rating scales; each scale was presented until the participant made a response. 
Stimulus presentation
120 images of faces (20 males, 20 females) displaying angry, neutral and happy facial expressions were chosen from the Karolinska Directed Emotional Faces (Lundqvist et al., 1998, Calvo and Lundqvist, 2008) . Two implicitly emotional images of each face (happy-neutral and angry-neutral) were created as described by Laeng et al (2010) . In brief, images of happy and angry facial expressions were passed through a spatial low pass filter, keeping only frequencies of 1-6 cycles/image. Onto these low-frequency images were overlaid high-frequency images of the same individual displaying a neutral expression (high pass filtered to exclude spatial information below 7 cycles/image).
A total of 200 images were used, depicting 20 males and 20 females with the following five facial expressions: explicitly angry, implicitly angry, neutral, implicitly happy, and explicitly happy. One hundred unique images were presented in each session. The order of presentation was pseudorandomised according to the following rules: no more than two consecutive images of the same expression; no more than two consecutive images of the same person; all expressions were presented within each 10-stimulus block; at least two images of each gender within each block; and finally, the same proportion of expressions were displayed during the five touch blocks and during the five vibration blocks within each session. Images of all 40 individuals within the stimulus set were presented in each session, and no images were repeated across sessions.
Because pupil size is affected by ambient luminance, the background section of each image was altered to obtain the same net luminance for all images using Matlab (The Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA, USA). The section of the images containing face or hair was unaltered. Each image (11 x 11 cm) was presented on a computer monitor situated 104 cm in front of the participant, yielding a visual angle of 6 degrees, as used by Laeng and colleagues (2010) . Participants were tested in a windowless by guest on November 7, 2016 http://scan.oxfordjournals.org/
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Oxytocin, pupils and emotional sensitivity room with constant artificial lighting. All visual stimuli and rating scales were presented using e-Prime 2.0 (Psychology Software Tools, Inc).
Two types of innocuous tactile stimulation were presented during viewing of facial expressions, stroking touch to the dorsal aspect of the participant's left forearm (5 cm/second), and 70 Hz vibration to the back of the hand. The stimuli were matched for intensity.
Behavioural measures
Ratings of two aspects of the face stimuli were recorded during the experimental protocol: 1) Perceived mood/facial expression; 2) Perception of social characteristics. Each aspect was measured via two visual analogue (VAS) rating scales; one such rating scale pair was displayed after each combined stimulus in pseudo-randomised order. The rating scales were 1A: How happy was the person? (anchors: Not Happy-Happy); 1B: How angry was the person? (anchors: Not angry-Angry);
2A: How attractive was the person? (anchors: Unattractive-Attractive); and 2B: How friendly was the person? (anchors: Not Friendly-Friendly). The intensity and pleasantness of touch perception were also rated; these data are presented elsewhere (manuscript in preparation). The order of presentation of the rating scale pairs was pseudo-randomised within each session and within each rating scale pair (with the rules: no more than two consecutive rating scale pairs; at least two of each pair type within each block). Therefore, the participants were unable to predict the occurrence of the rating scales. Participants were informed of this before the experiment onset, and were instructed to pay attention to all aspects of the visual and the tactile stimuli in every trial, since the subsequent rating scales could revolve around either.
Mood was measured at three time points during each session: 1) before the nasal spray administration; 2) immediately before the experimental protocol; and 3) immediately after the experimental protocol. Participants rated their current level of fear, sadness, irritability, happiness, calmness and anxiety using VAS scales with anchors Not at all-Very much so.
Pupillometry
The pupil diameter of the participant's left eye was measured by using a non-invasive infrared eye tracker (Remote Eye Tracking Device (RED), SMI-SensoMotoric Instruments®, Teltow, Germany) at a rate of 240 Hz for the duration of each stimulus pair (3000 ms).
Data analysis
Behavioural data
Repeated-measures ANOVAs were conducted using PASW Statistics version 18 (SPSS Inc.) for each of the rating scales using the following within-subjects factors: treatment (oxytocin or placebo); tactile stimulation (touch or vibration); facial expression (explicit anger, implicit anger, neutral, implicit happiness, explicit happiness); and face gender (male or female). We also investigated the following between-subjects factors: participant gender (male or female) and session order (oxytocin or placebo at session 1). A separate repeated-measures ANOVA was conducted on the mood ratings treatment, session and mood scale as factors. Additional ANOVAs assessing oxytocin's putative "sharpening" effects on evaluative processing of emotion were run for ratings of happiness or anger using the within-subjects factors treatment (oxytocin or placebo) and facial expression (mean anger, mean happiness). For statistically significant effects, contrasts were performed to establish the exact nature of the differences. Pearson's correlation test and linear regression analyses were used to assess the relationship between two or more normally distributed measures.
Assessing sensitivity to others' subtle emotions
We defined high emotional sensitivity as the successful differentiation of implicitly presented anger and happiness in the placebo session. To calculate an emotional sensitivity score for each participant, we computed the average of 1) the difference in ratings of perceived anger between the faces containing hidden anger and happiness, and 2) the difference in ratings of perceived happiness between the faces containing hidden anger and happiness. Those participants who rated the implicitly angry expressions as angrier and less happy than the implicitly happy expressions (and thus by guest on November 7, 2016 http://scan.oxfordjournals.org/
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Oxytocin, pupils and emotional sensitivity reported more happiness and less anger in response to the implicitly happy expressions compared to the implicitly angry images) during this baseline session received a high emotional sensitivity score. In contrast, ratings of perceived emotion in participants with low emotional sensitivity either did not reliably differ between the two implicitly presented expressions, or they differed in the opposite direction. We entered this normally distributed score in a linear regression analysis, where we also modelled treatment order (oxytocin or placebo) as a covariate. This analysis assessed whether emotional sensitivity at baseline predicted oxytocin-induced improvement of emotion evaluation. To illustrate the relationship between this baseline measure and the effects of oxytocin, we also used this baseline emotional sensitivity score to divide the participants into two groups of high and low sensitivity (median split). Further, a related analysis was run where we assessed the relationship of task-induced pupil dilation to baseline emotional sensitivity, as well as to oxytocin-induced improvement of emotion evaluation.
Pupillometry data
Pupil diameter data for each participant and each session were pre-processed in Matlab. Some data sets were lost due to technical constraints (malfunction of software or hardware). Good-quality recordings from both sessions existed for 25 participants; only these data were analysed (50 sessions). Eye blinks and artifacts were excluded, leaving pupil sizes of 1-9 mm. Average time series were created for each stimulus type; these time series were smoothed using a 10 Hz cut-off lowpass filter (a 5-pole Chebyshev Type II filter). The time series were normalised to reflect the total dilation of the pupil for each stimulus type by subtracting the average pupil size during the first 200 ms from all points in the time series. For statistical analysis, the trimmed mean pupil dilation was computed for the ten 250-ms time 'bins' between 500 -3000 ms for each stimulus type, session and participant was entered into a linear mixed models analysis using PASW with the following variables: drug treatment (oxytocin or placebo); tactile stimulation (stroking touch or vibration); and visual facial expression (explicit anger, implicit anger, neutral, implicit happiness, explicit happiness). A subsequent analysis further included participant gender and order of treatment presentation. In a third mixed models analysis, we also included the between-subjects variable of emotional sensitivity score, as defined from behavioural ratings.
Results
Ratings of explicitly and implicitly presented angry and happy facial expressions
Analysis of ratings of perceived anger, happiness, friendliness and attractiveness confirmed the expected effects of the explicit and implicit facial expressions. Specifically, we found a significant linear effect of expression in ratings of anger (F(1,38)=358, p<0.001), happiness (F (1,38)=441, p<0.001), friendliness (F(1,38)=385, p<0.001), and attractiveness (F(1,38)=126, p<0.001), with explicitly angry faces rated as the most angry, least happy, friendly and attractive, and explicitly happy faces perceived as the least angry and most happy, friendly and attractive. Planned contrasts confirmed that the implicitly angry images were rated as significantly more angry (p<0.001), less happy (p<0.001), less friendly (p<0.001) and less attractive (p=0.043) than the implicitly happy images.
Oxytocin enhanced evaluation of explicitly and implicitly presented angry and happy facial expressions
We found a significant interaction between oxytocin treatment and facial expression for ratings of perceived emotion (anger ratings, F(3.4,128)=2.7, p=0.042; happiness ratings F(3.3,127)=3.3, p=0.021). As illustrated in Figure 2 , this interaction was driven by a stimulus-congruent "sharpening" effect of oxytocin on perceived emotion. Specifically, planned contrasts revealed that oxytocin increased anger ratings for faces containing anger, but decreased anger ratings of faces containing happy emotional information (explicit expressions, p=0.028, implicit expressions, p=0.029). Similarly, oxytocin enhanced the perception of happiness of happy expressions and decreased happiness ratings of angry expressions (explicit expressions, p=0.24, implicit expressions, p=0.028). These by guest on November 7, 2016 http://scan.oxfordjournals.org/ Downloaded from effects of oxytocin treatment were relatively small, however the pattern of stimulus-congruent rating changes was consistent across rating scales (perceived anger and happiness) and across expression presentation (explicit and implicit). Furthermore, separate ANOVAs set up to specifically address the hypothesised "sharpening" effect of oxytocin on emotional evaluation, confirmed that oxytocin treatment increased ratings of congruent and decreased ratings of incongruent emotional expressions (see Figure 2A ; facial expression * treatment interaction, anger ratings: F(1,38)=10.24, p=0.003; happiness ratings: F(1,38)=5.75, p=0.021).
--Insert Figure 2 here --
Sensitivity to differences in subtle expressions at baseline predicted oxytocin-enhanced emotional sensitivity
Sensitivity towards differences in emotional expression between faces containing hidden anger or hidden happiness varied substantially between participants. We computed a score for emotional sensitivity for each participant, such that those who perceived implicitly angry faces as angrier and less happy than implicitly happy faces received a high emotional sensitivity score. In contrast, a low emotional sensitivity score indicated a lack of sensitivity towards differences between the implicitly presented happy and angry facial expressions. The emotional sensitivity score significantly correlated with differences in perceived friendliness of the implicitly angry and happy expressions, such that those with high emotional sensitivity also reported the greatest differences in friendliness (r=0.46, p=0.003).
We investigated the association between participants' emotional sensitivity score and oxytocin's effects on task performance using linear regression analyses. The results showed that the participants who perceived implicitly angry faces as angrier and less happy than implicitly happy faces without oxytocin pre-treatment, showed little benefit of intranasal oxytocin. In contrast, those participants who were not sensitive to the differences between the implicitly presented angry and happy expressions at baseline showed greater improvement after oxytocin treatment. Specifically, by guest on November 7, 2016 http://scan.oxfordjournals.org/
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Oxytocin, pupils and emotional sensitivity the emotional sensitivity score covaried with how much oxytocin improved the sensitivity towards differences between the implicitly presented expressions of anger and happiness (perceived anger, t=-2.3, p=0.028; perceived happiness t=-3.3, p=0.002). This relationship was not affected by the order of oxytocin or placebo treatment (t's<0.7).
The moderating effect of baseline emotional sensitivity on oxytocin's effects on task performance is illustrated in Figure 3 , which shows the pattern of improvement when participants were divided into two groups of high and low emotional sensitivity using a median split based on the emotional sensitivity score. Paired two-tailed t-tests for each group showed significant improvement with oxytocin only for the low sensitivity group (anger ratings: high sensitivity p=0.84, low sensitivity p=0.002; happiness ratings: high sensitivity p=0.73, low sensitivity p=0.005). Note that the median split analysis is intended only as a clearer illustration of the relationship between emotional sensitivity and oxytocin's effects, and not as an independent analysis step.
--Insert Figure 3 here --
Oxytocin enhances stimulus-induced pupil dilation
Average pupil size was 3.7 mm, and the mean stimulus-induced pupil dilation during the 3-second stimulus presentation period was 0.3 mm (8%). The effects of drug administration, facial expression and other factors on pupil dilation at 500-3000 ms were assessed using a linear mixed models approach. P values from Type III F-test for Fixed Effects are reported. For non-significant effects, example p values are reported from 1700 ms after stimulus onset. We found a significant main effect of oxytocin on pupil dilation, such that stimulus-induced pupil dilation was larger after oxytocin pretreatment (see Figure 4 , p<0.001 in the interval 1000-3000 ms). There was no significant main effect of facial expression on pupil dilation at any time during stimulus presentation (for example, p=0.45 at 1700 ms), nor did we find evidence for a treatment-by-expression interaction (p=0.50 at 1700 ms). There were no significant effects of participants' gender on pupil dilation (p=0.46 at 1700 ms), or the order of treatment presentation, oxytocin or placebo first (p=0.58 at 1700 ms). Oxytocin, pupils and emotional sensitivity A correlation analysis of pupil dilation around peak (2000 ms) revealed a significant negative association between stimulus-induced pupil dilation and emotional sensitivity score (r=-0.37, p<0.05). In other words, the greatest pupil dilation was found in the participants who showed low sensitivity towards differences between the implicit angry and the implicit happy facial expressions after placebo treatment. Conversely, those who successfully distinguished between the implicitly presented expressions of anger and happiness at baseline showed smaller pupil dilation during stimulus presentation. A median-split analysis illustrates this finding. The low emotional sensitivity group (pupillometry data from 13 participants) showed a significantly greater dilation of the pupil during stimulation than did the 12 participants with high emotional sensitivity scores that were included in the pupillometry analysis (p<0.01 in the interval 1400-3000 ms). As before, the median split analysis is provided for illustration purposes only. This finding is consistent with greater attention allocation to stimuli in those who showed difficulty in evaluating the implicitly presented emotional expressions at baseline. However, there was no evidence that oxytocin's beneficial effects on emotional sensitivity in this subgroup were due to additional attention to the socially relevant stimuli. Instead we found a trend towards the opposite effect, by which the high emotional sensitivity group showed a greater oxytocin enhancement of pupil dilation than did the low sensitivity group, with the effect being greatest in the interval 1500-1800 ms (p=0.039 at 1700 ms). Figure 4 here --
--Insert
We also used the pupillometry data in a linear regression analysis to support the above findings of how baseline emotional sensitivity moderated the beneficial effects of oxytocin with task-induced pupil dilation as an independent moderator. Since pupil dilation reflects task demands and we expected those with low emotional sensitivity to find the rating tasks more demanding than those with high emotional sensitivity, we expected and found a trend towards a significant association between task-induced pupil dilation and oxytocin-induced improvement of evaluation of implicit expressions (t=2.1, p=0.053). As before, a median split analysis illustrates this relationship. The Oxytocin, pupils and emotional sensitivity participants with high task-induced pupil dilation (consistent with high perceived task difficulty) show the greatest oxytocin-induced improvement in task performance for ratings of perceived anger (high sensitivity p=0.70, low sensitivity p=0.014; happiness ratings: high sensitivity p=0.79, low sensitivity p=0.021).
No effect of oxytocin on measures of mood
As expected, we found no main effect of oxytocin treatment on ratings of fear, sadness, irritability, happiness, calmness, or anxiety (F(1,26)=1.4, p=0.246). There were also no significant interactions between oxytocin treatment and session order (oxytocin or placebo first) or time of rating (pretreatment, pre-testing, post-testing) on mood scores (all p's>0.39).
Discussion
The results from this study demonstrate that oxytocin consistently enhances the perception of others' emotional facial expressions, "sharpening" the impression such that happy faces appear more happy and less angry, whereas angry expressions appear more angry and less happy. We also found that oxytocin significantly increased stimulus-induced pupil dilation, consistent with oxytocin enhancement of attention towards socially relevant stimuli. These effects of treatment were present for both explicitly and implicitly presented emotional facial expressions, across negative (anger) and positive (happiness) emotions. Importantly, the degree to which oxytocin improved the discrimination between faces showing implicitly presented anger or happiness depended on each participant's ability to perform this task at baseline. Participants with low emotional sensitivity scores showed significant improvement in task performance after oxytocin treatment. In contrast, when emotional sensitivity was already high, oxytocin afforded little or no improvement. Baseline emotional sensitivity also covaried with stimulus-induced pupil dilation. "Poor" performers showed significantly greater pupil dilation, likely reflecting increased attentional demands of the task in these participants.
Our results highlight a neural mechanism potentially underpinning oxytocin's prosocial effects.
Oxytocin significantly enhanced the pupil dilation response for all facial expressions presented. Pupil dilation has been successfully used as an index of interest, attention allocation or cognitive load (Hess and Polt, 1960 , Kahneman and Beatty, 1966 , Laeng et al., 2012 . This measure has shown remarkable covariation with the firing of neurons in the locus coeruleus (LC), the "hub" of the noradrenergic system in the brain (Aston-Jones and Cohen, 2005) . LC signalling is thought to be particularly important for event detection, and closely related to the "ventral attention network" (Corbetta et al., 2008) . The LC also contains oxytocin receptors (Petersson et al., 1998) . Thus, it is possible that intranasal or endogenous increase of central oxytocin levels causes pupil dilation via direct oxytocinergic actions on neurons in the LC. Given the crucial role of oxytocin in pair bonding in non-human mammals, this finding is highly interesting. Dilated pupils are associated with increased attractiveness and they can influence approach behaviour (e.g. see Wiseman and Watt, 2010) . Seeing others' dilated pupils also causes significantly higher amygdala activation than viewing undilated pupils, an effect that nonetheless appears to be unrelated to subjective reports of attractiveness (Demos et al., 2008, Amemiya and Ohtomo, 2011) . A number of studies have also shown that pupil dilation closely mirrors sexual interest or reward value (Hess and Polt, 1960 , Whipple et al., 1992 , Laeng and Falkenberg, 2007 , Bijleveld et al., 2009 .
It is unclear whether the oxytocin-induced increase in pupil dilation demonstrated here similarly reflects enhanced attractiveness or interest towards the face stimuli. Oxytocin enhancement of perceived attractiveness was reported in a previous study (Theodoridou et al., 2009) . However, ratings of face attractiveness were not significantly altered by oxytocin treatment in the present study. Nevertheless, we cannot exclude the possibility that the pupil represents a more sensitive measure of increased attraction or interest towards others than ratings based on introspection or by guest on November 7, 2016 http://scan.oxfordjournals.org/
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Oxytocin, pupils and emotional sensitivity conscious acknowledgements. Since all stimuli in the present investigation were socially relevant, it is as yet unclear whether oxytocin's effects on stimulus-induced pupil dilation are specific for social stimuli. Future pupillometry studies including both socially relevant and non-social stimuli could clarify this question. Collecting larger datasets would enable us to exploit this sensitive physiological signal to a larger extent. This could for instance allow for expansion of the study material to other emotions that are closer to each other in their moderating effects, such as fear and sadness. Larger studies would also enable the investigation of interactions between oxytocin and sex hormones on pupil dilation and emotion perception. Oxytocin is known to interact with sex hormones such as oestrogen, but few studies in humans have so far had the necessary scope to address such questions (Campbell, 2010) . The present results demonstrating oxytocin-induced pupil dilation during the viewing of others' faces nevertheless point to mechanisms by which oxytocin facilitates human affiliation, since oxytocin is thought to be released in situations of trust and warm touch (Morhenn et al., 2008) .
The findings reported here on perception of others' emotions, replicate and extend upon previous reports on the prosocial effects of oxytocin. Several avenues of research, employing a range of stimuli and tasks, have reported that intranasal oxytocin treatment enhances the recognition accuracy of one or more emotions displayed in others' faces (Domes et al., 2007 , Di Simplicio et al., 2009 , Bartz et al., 2010 , Fischer-Shofty et al., 2010 , Marsh et al., 2010 , Schulze et al., 2011 . However, the nature of the reported improvement has varied considerably. Some have reported enhanced empathic accuracy towards only positive (Di Simplicio et al., 2009 , Marsh et al., 2010 or negative emotions (Fischer-Shofty et al., 2010) , some have found that the effect is strongest for difficult items (Domes et al., 2007) , and others the opposite , Schulze et al., 2011 .
Further discrepancies can be found in the literature on oxytocin's effects on evaluative processing. Petrovic et al. (2008) found that oxytocin reduced the negative evaluation of a face predicting by guest on November 7, 2016 http://scan.oxfordjournals.org/
Oxytocin, pupils and emotional sensitivity unpleasant electric shocks. In contrast, Shamay-Tsoory and colleagues (2009) reported increases in evaluation of both negative and positive feelings induced by a monetary task. A third study on evaluative processing assessed positivity and negativity ratings of images on separate scales, and reported increased vector angle (i.e. a "sharpening" of ratings through opposite, stimulus-congruent effects on negativity and positivity ratings) for pleasant, socially relevant images after oxytocin treatment (Norman et al., 2010) . The present investigation replicated this evaluative "sharpening" effect. Specifically, images of happiness were rated as happier and less angry, and the opposite effect was found for images of anger. Importantly, our findings extend upon Norman et al.'s findings to include images of negative emotional value and also implicitly presented emotional information. This type of evaluative "sharpening" effect could represent one mechanism by which oxytocin enhances sensitivity to simple as well as more complex emotional expressions.
A recent study by Bartz and colleagues (2010) reported a compelling interaction between oxytocin treatment and social competence, as measured with the Autism Quotient (AQ). The authors suggested that oxytocin increases the salience of social cues and that treatment with oxytocin should benefit individuals who are generally less tuned to social information, but not socially adept individuals. Our results are consistent with this notion. Here, we calculated an emotional sensitivity score based on each individual's ability to discriminate between faces containing hidden anger or happiness. Low scores indicated participants who did not reliably rate the implicitly angry faces as expressing more anger and less happiness than the implicitly happy faces. The emotional sensitivity score significantly predicted the prosocial effect of oxytocin on this task. A median-split analysis based on this score illustrates this relationship clearly. Participants with high emotional sensitivity were able to differentiate between the hidden expressions of anger and happiness both with and without oxytocin treatment. In contrast, the performance of those with low baseline sensitivity to others' subtle emotions was dramatically improved after oxytocin pre-treatment. This finding was corroborated by a related analysis demonstrating that the same pattern of results emerges when by guest on November 7, 2016 http://scan.oxfordjournals.org/ Downloaded from task-induced pupil dilation, an independent moderator, is used to index emotional sensitivity.
Participants whose pupils dilated the most during the evaluative task at baseline, suggesting greater attentional allocation or cognitive load due to higher perceived task difficulty, also showed the greatest improvement of oxytocin on emotional sensitivity.
These findings support the suggestion by Bartz et al. that oxytocin's prosocial effects depend on how attuned an individual is towards social information. Importantly, we replicate and extend their findings to include static images and hidden emotional expressions. Our data demonstrate that oxytocin's effects can be predicted by baseline ability to evaluate other's emotions, a more basic measure of social skills than the AQ in the sense that the present measure is behavioural and does not rely on self-report about one's own behavioural patterns. These findings are consistent with the notion that oxytocin may prove a useful treatment for other psychiatric populations than autism spectrum disorder. Impaired emotion recognition is a symptom of several mental disorders, including schizophrenia and drug addiction (Penn et al., 2008 , Fernandez-Serrano et al., 2010 . Interestingly, early investigations provide some encouragement that oxytocin could prove a useful supplement to current treatment of both schizophrenia (Keri et al., 2008 , Feifel et al., 2010 and drug addiction (You et al., 2001 , Qi et al., 2009 , Carson et al., 2010 . Future studies should address whether the effects reported here for static facial expressions of happiness and anger presented in a laboratory setting, would generalise to other emotions and more ecological interactions. Moreover, the present study employed a single dose of intranasal oxytocin and repeated administration, as used in some recent studies in clinical populations, could perhaps enhance these effects (Feifel et al., 2010 , Feifel, 2011 . The ability to "read" the hidden expressions, as measured by the emotional sensitivity score, also covaried with stimulus-induced pupil dilation. The validity of the emotional sensitivity measure used here is therefore supported by this physiological measure. The highest task-related dilation was shown by participants with low emotional sensitivity. We interpret this between-subjects finding as an indication of task difficulty, whereby the task of rating aspects of the presented stimuli demands by guest on November 7, 2016 http://scan.oxfordjournals.org/ Downloaded from higher attention allocation and represents increased cognitive load in those with low sensitivity. This finding is consistent with previous suggestions that oxytocin enhances performance on subjectively difficult tasks (Domes et al., 2007 . However, since oxytocin did not cause the largest pupil increases in this subset of participants, our results do not provide direct evidence that oxytocin's prosocial effects are mediated by increased attention allocation to social stimuli. Instead, oxytocin enhanced pupil dilation relatively more in those participants whose emotional sensitivity was already high. We speculate that this finding could reflect higher sensitivity to oxytocin within brain structures related to arousal and/or emotion perception in those with high emotional sensitivity. Oxytocin treatment was recently shown to affect the autonomic nervous system in proportion to self-reported loneliness (Norman et al., 2011) , a measure that has been related to reduced reactivity to pictures of other people (Cacioppo et al., 2009 ). An alternative explanation would be that pupil dilation during the placebo session was already at ceiling level in the low emotional sensitivity group. We find this unlikely, since maximum pupil dilation in this group after placebo treatment was only 8.3% during the 3000 ms of stimulus presentation.
In conclusion, we have shown that a single dose of intranasal oxytocin (40IU) "sharpens" evaluative processing of others' positive and negative facial expression for both explicit and hidden emotional information. Our results point to mechanisms which could underpin oxytocin's prosocial effects in humans. Using a performance-based measure of social sensitivity, we replicated and extended earlier findings, showing that oxytocin specifically enhances the sensitivity of others' explicit and hidden emotions in individuals whose baseline performance was poor. We contend that a putative explanation for the numerous discrepancies in the literature on oxytocin's prosocial effects is the high emotional sensitivity in most healthy volunteer populations, rendering effect sizes small or nonsignificant. Our findings support early indications that oxytocin treatment holds promise for not only for autism spectrum disorder, but also for other psychiatric populations including schizophrenia and drug addiction. Finally, we report a significant increase in stimulus-related pupil dilation after by guest on November 7, 2016 http://scan.oxfordjournals.org/ Downloaded from oxytocin treatment, consistent with a role for oxytocin in enhancing the salience of socially relevant stimuli. Intriguingly, since large pupil sizes are associated with increased attractiveness and approach behaviour in humans Falkenberg, 2007, Wiseman and Watt, 2010) , this physiological effect could also enhance others' affiliative behaviours towards an individual with high central oxytocin levels. anger, implicit (hybrid) anger, neutral, implicit (hybrid) happiness and explicit happiness. Implicit expressions contained high-frequency visual information from a neutral expression and lowfrequency visual information from the same person expressing either anger or happiness. These stimuli are perceived as neutral, but were previously shown to evoke a core impression such that faces containing implicit happiness are perceived as more friendly than faces containing implicit anger, fear or sadness (Laeng et al, 2010) . Participants rated perceived emotion, social characteristics or tactile characteristics after each stimulus pair. the relationship between sensitivity to subtle differences in emotional expressions, and oxytocin enhancement of performance on this task. A high score on this measure indicates high sensitivity to differences between the two "hybrid" images containing hidden anger or happiness in terms of perceived anger and perceived happiness. Participants with a high emotional sensitivity score performed only marginally better in this task after oxytocin treatment (p's >0.73). In contrast, oxytocin significantly improved the task performance of those who did not reliably report more anger for the implicitly angry faces (relative to implicitly happy faces, chart A) or more happiness for the implicitly happy expressions (relative to implicitly angry expressions, chart B) in the placebo condition (both p's <0.01). C) A similar relationship was found when task-induced pupil dilation was used as an independent moderator, such that those with greater task-induced pupil dilation showed the largest improvement in emotional sensitivity after oxytocin treatment. Error bars represent the standard error of the mean. responses in the oxytocin session were significantly larger than in the placebo session during the Figure 1 . Overview of study design. After administration of nasal spray, participants underwent a test protocol consisting of visual stimuli presented simultaneously with either soft stroking touch or vibration. The visual stimuli included five expression types: explicit anger, implicit (hybrid) anger, neutral, implicit (hybrid) happiness and explicit happiness. Implicit expressions contained high-frequency visual information from a neutral expression and low-frequency information from the same person expressing either anger or happiness. Participants rated perceived emotion, social characteristics or tactile characteristics after each stimulus pair. 293x185mm (300 x 300 DPI) by guest on November 7, 2016 http://scan.oxfordjournals.org/ Downloaded from Figure 2 . A) Oxytocin treatment caused a stimulus-congruent "sharpening" of perceived anger and happiness, such that angry expressions were perceived as more angry and less happy, whereas happy expressions were perceived as more happy and less angry. Oxytocin-induced "sharpening" (i.e. oxytocininduced changes in perceived mood, calculated as the between-session difference in mean ratings for each participant and facial expression) is represented on the y axis. B) This "sharpening" effect of intranasal oxytocin treatment was evident across explicitly and implicitly presented expressions, as illustrated here with a depiction of the raw scores. Error bars represent the standard error of the mean.** denotes p<0.01, * denotes p<0.05. 292x185mm (300 x 300 DPI) Figure 3 . A) and B) A median-split analysis based on baseline emotional sensitivity scores illustrates the relationship between sensitivity to subtle differences in emotional expressions, and oxytocin enhancement of performance on this task. A high score on this measure indicates high sensitivity to differences between the two "hybrid" images containing hidden anger or happiness in terms of perceived anger and perceived happiness. Participants with a high emotional sensitivity score performed only marginally better in this task after oxytocin treatment (p's >0.73). In contrast, oxytocin significantly improved the task performance of those who did not reliably report more anger for the implicitly angry faces (relative to implicitly happy faces, chart A) or more happiness for the implicitly happy expressions (relative to implicitly angry expressions, chart B) in the placebo condition (both p's <0.01). C) A similar relationship was found when task-induced pupil dilation was used as an independent moderator, such that those with greater task-induced pupil dilation showed the largest improvement in emotional sensitivity after oxytocin treatment. Error bars represent the standard error of the mean. 290x100mm (300 x 300 DPI) Figure 4 . Oxytocin pre-treatment caused significantly larger stimulus-induced pupil dilation (A). Pupil responses in the oxytocin session were significantly larger than in the placebo session during the 1000-3000 ms interval after stimulus onset. Task-induced pupil dilation correlated with individual variability in emotional sensitivity towards differences in subtle expressions (r=-0.376, p<0.01). Those with the lowest sensitivity showed larger pupil dilation during stimulus presentation, consistent with higher task difficulty for these participants. As illustrated by the median split analysis (C), oxytocin's beneficial effects on emotional sensitivity in the low sensitivity group were not underpinned by large increases in pupil dilation. In contrast, we found a trend towards a group-by-treatment interaction driven by a larger oxytocin-induced increase in pupil dilation in the high emotional sensitivity group. 70x20mm (300 x 300 DPI)
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